
I married in 1972 into a family that was 
heavily involved in the numismatic 
(coin) industry. So from the day of the 

wedding I became involved in what was a 
family business.

By the end of the ’80s and early ’90s, 
during the recession, I became more 
actively involved in the business, taking 
over the fi nancial operations of the 
company as we struggled, as did most 
businesses, with 20 per cent interest rates. 

I fell in love with the industry and saw 
its potential so I established Coinworks in 
2000 as a company that only specialised 
in high-quality rare coins and banknotes.

The majority of our clients are 
investors, so keeping them informed of the 
performance of their portfolios is critical 
to the operation of the business. I remain 
heavily involved in our industry, observing 
trends, monitoring price movements and 
ultimately promoting it. Over the years 
we have conducted several exhibitions 
with ANZ displaying multimillion-dollar 
Australian coin collections. 

There is a great satisfaction in 
providing a client with a positive outcome 
on their investment. The joy for me is that 
we often get the opportunity to re-offer 
the coin or banknote to another client, 
and the cycle begins again. The product 
is sensational. We specialise in Australian 
material only, 19th and 20th century, and 
only prime quality material. Top-quality 
coins and banknotes have huge eye 
appeal. They are stunning to look at. And 
they are highly historical. It is a point that 
is respected by our clientele and an aspect 
of the business that I enjoy hugely.

Rare coins and banknotes have always 
been seen to be the domain of the 
hobbyist or the more eccentric collector. 
The Sydney Olympics led to a huge infl ux 

of new entrants into the market courtesy 
of the Royal Australian Mint’s celebratory 
coining program. While we do not deal in 
modern decimal coins, there was a natural 
spin-off due to an interest in general 
collectable currency.

Then came the sanctioning of the 
government to take coins and banknotes 
into superannuation funds. As a 
consequence, the industry is now far 
more investment-based and sophisticated. 
The growing interest in top-quality 
rare coins and banknotes is refl ected 
in our sales fi gures. In the fi rst year 
of operation, Coinworks turned over 
$1.4 million. We are on track this 
fi nancial year to achieve a $10 million to 
$12 million target.

The most expensive coin sold to date 
has been the Type 1 Square Halfpenny, 
Australia’s smallest coin, for $725,000. We 
are in currently in negotiations to sell the 
1930 Proof Penny priced at about $1 million.

The most exciting project though is the 
Madrid Collection, which was put together 
by me for a Coinworks client over the past 
20 years. He has expended a little over 
$3 million and today the collection is 
valued well in excess of $12 million. As 
part of his retirement strategy 
the coins are being 
progressively 
liquidated. It is 
today the single 
most important 
collection of 
Australian rare 
coins. ■

For more 
information, visit 

coinworks.com.au
– As told to 

Joanne Sim

Money matters
As the managing director of Coinworks in Toorak, Belinda Downie has seen a 
resurgence in coin collecting as an investment opportunity. She tells MW about 
her latest project, The Madrid Collection, which is worth more than $12 million
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‘There is a great 
satisfaction 
in providing a client 
with a positive 
outcome on their 
investment’
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Coolmax Mattress Protector
Smart gift idea. Great new product specifically designed to
overcome the overheating issues often experienced with the

use of a latex, memory foam or some pillowtop beds. The fabric
used for the protector is woven in a manner that immediately

reduces heat and also draws moisture away from your skin. It is
ideal for cooling your bed down in summer. Soft and comfortable,
lightweight, machine washable and fast drying. The fi tted stretch

skirt fits mattresses up to 50cms.
SB $119 $89   KSB $129 $99   DB $149 $109

QB $169 $125   KB $189 $145  Pillow protectors $49 $39

Lightweight Summer Goose Feather and
Down Quilts

Summer luxury at a bargain price! Exclusive to The Bedspread
Shop, these lightweight quilts are intelligently designed for summer
use. The combination of a lovely quality, sanitised and odourless
goosedown fill encased in a specially constructed cotton japara
casing produces a very light yet coolly comfortable quilt. Made

in Australia from generations of quilt makers. Hurry – limited
stock!

SB $109 $89   DB $129 $109
QB $159 $129   KB $169 $139   Super KB $239 $189

Lightweight Lambswool Waffl e Blanket
Loveley gift idea. Imported directly by us from the prestigious
Italian Marzotto blanket collection. Beautifully light, textured and

stylish, this blanket is too gorgeous to be covered up. Woven from
the softest Woolmark® lambswool with enviable Italian styling,
they are a wonderfully light but effective spring/summer cover.

L.Single $399 $279   DB/QB $529 $369   KB $595 $409

Superdown White Goose Pillows
Ahh...the absolute bliss of laying your head on a plump,

soft, supportive white goosedown pillow. Ideal for hot heads.
Often recommended by physiotherapists for sore necks.

600gms: ideal for smaller frames and lower sleepers
$169 $119

800gms: ideal for larger frames and higher sleepers
$199 $139

European $219 $159   King $309 $229   Travel $69

Egyptian Cotton Sheet Sets
Lovely gift idea. Prepare to be thoroughly spoilt! Egyptian

cotton is renowned for its special softness and superior strength.
Crisp and cool, this genuine product has cotton grown and woven
in Egypt and is made up in Australia to our specifi cations. Available
in white, cream or taupe.   SB $255 $189   KSB $279 $209

DB $315 $235  QB $339 $249   KB $365 $269
Individual pieces also available.

TOO HOT IN BED?

THE BEDSPREAD SHOP • 72 GLENFERRIE RD, MALVERN
PH ORDERS 9500 1222 • www.thebedspreadshop.com.au

OPEN WEEK DAYS 9-5.30    SATURDAY 9-5

Waking most mornings feeling tired and unrefreshed?
Research has shown that a major cause of poor sleep is
overheating. Natural fibres that breathe, combined with

correct weight, help achieve a more comfortable good night’s
sleep, as do some specifically designed products.
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We will be open on the
first two Sundays in January!


